Adult/Post-Secondary Products

- **EMPower**
  
  **Website:** [http://empower.terc.edu/](http://empower.terc.edu/)
  
  **Publisher:** McGraw-Hill

  The *EMPower* curriculum, developed by TERC and published by McGraw-Hill, fills the tremendous need for a math and numeracy program for adult basic education. [More »](#)

- **EMPower Plus**
  
  **Website:** [http://empower.terc.edu/](http://empower.terc.edu/)
  
  **Publisher:** McGraw-Hill

  The *EMPower* curriculum, developed by TERC and published by McGraw-Hill, fills the tremendous need for a math and numeracy program for adult basic education. [More >>](#)

- **Statistics for Action Materials**
  
  **Principal Investigator:** Mary Jane Schmitt and Martha Merson
  
  **Funders:** National Science Foundation
  
  **Website:** [http://sfa.terc.edu/](http://sfa.terc.edu/)

  TERC partnered with environmental action groups in twelve states to advance the quantitative literacy skills needed to understand and solve pressing environmental problems. [More »](#)